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This coin magic download showcases three classic routines that have been put
together by Austin, Texas professional magician CODY FISHER.

The routines presented are incredible handlings of three classics. 1 - A
copper/silver routine. 2 - A coins across routine. 3 - A copper/silver/brass routine.
Features:

Routine #1 -- "Theft Proof Purse":

Cody begins by displaying a coin purse frame which he shows in both hands to
show both hands empty. He reaches in and grabs a British copper penny, then
reaches in and retrieves an American half dollar. The copper coin is then placed
back into the purse frame and turns invisible again. The purse frame is tabled.
The silver coin is picked up, closed in a fist and waved over the purse frame. The
silver coin changes places with the invisible copper coin that is inside the purse
frame. Cody opens the purse fame and pulls out the silver coin. Both coins are
picked up, the silver is given to a spectator to hold. The copper coin is put back
into the coin purse frame and turns invisible. The spectator opens her hand to
reveal the copper coin is now in her hand. The purse frame is laid on the
spectator's hand, and the silver coin is magically retrieved from it. Cody picks up
the coin purse frame, drops in the silver coin, and pockets the copper coin. Cody
shows that the copper coin jumps back into the purse frame, and he dumps it out.
The copper coin is once again put into the pocket. As the spectator's believe the
copper coin is about to return to the purse frame, Cody pulls a jumbo coin out of
the purse frame.

Routine #2 -- "Turtle Coins":

This is a coins across routine where four coins are shown in the left hand. One at
a time, two coins travel from the left to the right hand. The two right hand coins
are put into a spectator's hand and covered by Cody's right hand. Two coins are
shown in the left. The left hand is closed, a clink is heard, Cody's right hand is
moved to show 3 coins in the spectator's hand, and one in his left. Lastly, all four
coins are placed into the spectator's hand under the guise of a gag, and the
fourth coin is removed. Cody grabs a lighter, and ignites the last coin, which
disappears in a flash, to appear in the spectator's closed hand.
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Routine #3 -- "Real World CSB":

A coin purse is dumped out to show a Chinese coin and a Mexican 20 Centavo
which is handed out for inspection. Cody establishes that the Chinese coin and
the Centavo's value combined are 50 cents. Cody removes a half dollar from his
pocket to show one coin of the same value of the other two. Cody places the
three coins in one hand and removes the half dollar. The hands are turned down
than back over to reveal that the coins changed places. All three coins are placed
into a spectator's hand and her hand is turned over. Cody reaches in, removes
the silver coin. With a fluid wipe of his hand, the silver coin changes into the
Chinese coin and the Centavo. The spectator opens her hand to reveal the silver
half dollar. The three coins are lined up in Cody's hand. The silver dollar is
removed, and then placed back into the right hand fist. Cody invisibly extracts the
Chinese coin and the Centavo and drops them invisibly back into the coin purse.
Cody's hand opens to reveal the silver coin, and the coin purse is opened to
reveal the Chinese coin and the Centavo. Everything is examinable.

As an added extra bonus Cody also includes additional notes and handling tips
for Real World CSB that were not available before.
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